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PREFACE
The H a n d b o o k for 1915 differs from that for last year
chiefly in the omission of the brief review of astronomical pro
gress, and the addition of (1) a table of double stars, (2) a table
of variable stars, and (3) a table containing 272 stars and 5
nebulae. This last table was prepared by Mr. W. E. Harper,
M.A., and gives in a concise form a mass of useful and interest
ing information regarding the brighter stars. It will be found a
valuable feature. Other minor alterations and corrections have
been made which will render the work more usable.
The Editor is indebted to those whose names are mentioned
in the body of the book, to Mr. R. M. Stewart, M.A. , and to
some of his assistants at the University of Toronto.
T o ro n to ,

December, 1914.
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ANNIVERSARIES AND FESTIVALS, 1915
New’s Year’s Day . . . . . F ri., Jan. 1 Victoria Day . . .
Mon., May 24
Epiphany. . ................. Wed., Jan. 6
Trinity Sunday.................
May 30
Septuagesima Sunday . .
Jan. 31 Corpus Christi..................Thur., June 3
Quinquagesima (Shrove Sunday) Feb. 14 St. John Baptist
.Thur., June 24
Ash Wednesday . . . . . .
Feb. 17 Dominion Day, . . . . . .Thur., July 1
St. D a v id ......................... Mon., Mch. 1 Labor D a y
Mon., Sept. 6
St. P a tr ic k .......................Wed. Mch. 17 St. Michael (Michaelmas Day)
Palm Su n d ay
Mch. 28
Wed., Sept. 29
Good Friday. .......................
Apl.2 All Saints D ay.................. Mon., Nov. 1
Nov. 28
Easter Sunday. . ..................
Apl.4 First Sunday in Advent.
................. Fri., Apl. 23 St. Andrew . ................ .T ues., Nov. 30
St. George
Rogation S u n d a y ...................
May9 Conception D a y ...............Wed., Dec. 8
Ascension Day (Holy Thursday) May 13 St Thomas D a y ............... Tues., Dec. 21
Pentecost (Whit Sunday)
May 23 Christmas D a y
Sat., Dec. 25
K ing George V., born June 3, 1865; began to reign May 6, 1910.
Queen Mary, born May 26, 1867.
Prince of Wales, born June 23, 1894 .

SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC

SUN, MOON AND PLANETS

ASPECTS AND ABBREVIATIONS

THE GREEK ALPHABET

SOLAR AND SIDEREAL TIME
In practical astronomy three different kinds of time are used, while in ordin
ary life we use a fourth.
1. Apparent Time—By apparent noon is meant the moment when the sun is
on the meridian, and apparent time is measured by the distance in degrees that the
sun is east or west of the meridian. Apparent time is given by the sun-dial.
2. Mean Time—The interval between apparent noon on two successive days
is not constant, and a clock cannot be constructed to keep apparent time. For
this reason mean time is used. The length of a mean day is the average of all the
apparent days throughout the year. The real sun moves about the ecliptic in one
ye a r; an imaginary mean sun is considered as moving uniformly around the celes
tial equator in one year. The difference between the times that the real sun and
the mean sun cross the meridian ( i. e. between apparent noon and mean noon) is
the equation o f time. (See next page).
3. Sidereal Time—This is time as determined from the stars. It is sidereal
noon when the Vernal Equinox or First of Aries is on the meridian. In accurate
time-keeping the moment when a star is on the meridian is observed and the
corresponding mean time is then computed with the assistance of the Nautical
Almanac. When a telescope is mounted equatorially the position of a body in the
sky is located by means of the sidereal time.
4. Standard Time—In everyday life we use still another kind of time. A
moment’s thought will show that in general two places will not have the same
mean time ; indeed, difference in longitude between two places is determined from
their difference in time. But in travelling it is very inconvenient to have the time
varying from station to station. For the purpose of facilitating transportation the
System of Standard Time was introduced in 1883. Within a certain belt approxi
mately 15 ° wide, all the clocks show the same time, and in passing from one belt
to the next the hands of the clock are moved forward or backward one hour.
In Canada we have six standard time belts, as follows ; — 60th meridian or
Atlantic Time, 4h. slower than Greenwich ; 75th meridian or Eastern Time, 5h. ;
90th meridian or Central Time, 6 h .; 105th meridian or Mountain Time, 7 h .; 120th
meridian or Pacific Time, 8h. ; and 135th meridian or Yukon Time, 9h. slower
than Greenwich.
Notice also that in civil reckoning the day lasts from midnight to midnight,
while in astronomical reckoning it begins at noon and lasts until the next noon.

Observe that the sum of the 4th and 5th columns equals the 2nd.

Notice

that

the sum of the 4th and 5th columns equals the 2nd.

OCCULATIONS OF STARS BY THE MOON,

1915

P r e p a r e d B y R. M. M o t h e r w e l l

The following predictions were prepared for Ottawa, and so it will be neces
sary for observers at other places to allow for differences in longitude and latitude.
All stars down to magnitude 4.5 have been included.

* Eastern Standard Astronomical Time (Hours numbered from noon).
TIMES OF SUNRISE AND SUNSET
In the tables on pages 10 to 21 are given the times of sunrise and sunset fo
places in latitudes 44°, 46°, 48°, 50° and 52° , which cover pretty well the popu
lated parts of Canada. The times are given in M ean Solar T ime, and in the table
on page following this are given corrections to change these times to the Standard
or Railroad times of the cities and towns named or for places near them.
How the Tables are Constr u cted
The time of sunrise and sunset at a given place, in mean solar time, varies
from day to day, and depends principally upon the declination of the sun. Varia
tions in the equation of time, the apparent diameter of the sun and atmospheric
refraction at the points of sunrise and sunset also affect the final result. These
quantities, as well as the solar declination, do not have precisely the same values
on corresponding days from year to year, and so it is impossible to give in any
general table the exact time of sunrise and sunset day by day.

W ith this explanation the following general table has been computed, giving
the rising and setting of the upper limb of the sun, corrected for refraction, using
the values of the solar declination and equation of time given in the Nautical
Almanac for 1899 ; these are very close average values and may be accepted as
approximately correct for years.

It must also be remembered that these times are

computed for the sea horizon, which is only approximately realised on land sur
faces, and is generally widely departed from in hilly and mountainous localities.
The greater or less elevation of the point of view above the ground must also be
considered, to get exact results.
The Times fo r A ny Station
In order to find the time of sunrise and sunset for any place on any day, first
from the list below find the approximate latitude of the place and the correction,
in minutes, which follows the name.

Then find in the monthly table the time of

sunrise and sunset for the proper latitude, on the desired day, and apply the
correction.

Exam ple. — Find the time of sunrise at Owen Sound, also at R egina, on
February 11.
In the above list Owen Sound is under “ 4 4 ° ” , and the correction is + 24
min.

On page 11 the time of sunrise on February 11 for latitude 44° is 7.05 ; add

24 min. and we get 7.29 (Eastern Standard Time).
the correction is - 2 min.

Regina is under “ 50° ” , and

From the table the time is 7.18, and subtracting 2

min. we get the time of sunrise 7.16 (Central Standard Time).

JANUARY

For an explanation of this table and its use at various places, see pages 8 and 9

10

FEBRURAY

For an explanation of this table and its use at various places, see pages 8 and 9

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

For an explanation of this table and its use at various places, see pages 8 and 9

DECEMBER

For an explanation of this table and its use at various places, see pages 8 and 9

THE SKY FOR JANUARY
POSITION OF P LA N E T S ON T H E 1 5T H

The position is given for Greenwich Mean Moon. The time of transit is in
Local Mean Time, hours numbering from midnight.
The Su n .— During January the sun’s R . A. increases from 1 8h 44m to 20h
52m and its Decl. changes from 2 3° 4' S. to 17 ° 36' S. The equation of time (see
p. 6) increases from 3m 19 s to 13m 30s, and on account of this rapid rise in value
the time of mean noon appears to remain, for the first ten days, at the same distance
from the time of sunrise, i. e., the forenoons as indicated by our clocks are of the
same length (see p. 10). The earth is nearest the sun at 1 p.m. on January 2
(see opp. page).
The M oon.-- For its phases and conjunctions with the planets, see opposite
page. On the 12th at 7 a.m. the moon occults t Scorpii, (see page 8).
Mercury is in superior conjunction with the sun on the 5th, and is too close
to the sun to be seen during the month.
Venus, is still a beautiful morning star and, as will be seen from the above
table, crosses the meridian about 3 hours before the sun. It attains maximum
brilliancy on the 2nd, at which time its stellar magnitude is - 4 .4, and in a tele
scope magnifying 45 times it appears exactly like the moon four days old and of
the same size if the latter is seen by the naked eye. (See Young, General Astro
nomy, Art. 567).
Mars, as will be seen from the above table, is still near the sun having
been in conjunction with it on December 24, 1914. On the 15th it is 223 millions
of miles from the earth.
Jupiter can still be seen in the S.W . as an evening star, but it is not wellplaced for observation. On the opposite page is given the configuration of the
satellites until the 23rd and their eclipses, etc., are given on page 46.
S at u rn is still a beautiful object all night long, its stellar magnitude being
about - 0 .1 . The rings are wide open, the southern face being visible. The
planet is retrograding, and by applying the position given above to Map I I. of the
Constellations it will be seen that it is near the eastern boundary of Tausus.
The positions of Uranus and Neptune are given above. By referring to
Maps IV. and II. of the Constellations their positions with respect to the stars
can be obtained.
For the minima of Algol, see next page.

JANUARY
ASTR O NO M ICAL PHENOM ENA

75 th Meridian Time,

(

Hours Numbering from Midnight)

THE SKY FOR FEBRUARY
POSITION OF PLA N ET S ON T H E 1 5 TH

The position is given for Greenwich Mean Noon. The time of transit is in
Local Mean Time, hours numbering from midnight.
The Su n . — During February the sun’s R .A . increases from 20h 56m to
22h 42m, and the Decl. changes from 17 ° 20' S. to 8° 16' S. The equation of
time reaches its maximum value 14m 25s on the 12th. See table on page 6. On
the 13th there is an annular eclipse, invisible in Canada. (See page 53).
The Moon.— For its phases and conjunctions with the planets, see opposite
page. The moon occults q Tauri on 21st (see page 8).
M ercury reaches greatest elongation, 18° 14' E ., on the 6th, and as this is
a good time of the year to observe an eastern elongation the planet should be
visible in the west just after sunset for some days before and after the date given.
It will appear like a first-magnitude star. It reaches inferior conjunction on the
21st (see opposite page).
Venus continues a prominent morning star and on the 15th has still a stellar
magnitude - 4.0. See remarks on Venus for January. On the 13th it attains its
greatest elongation west (see opposite page).
M ars is slowly separating from the sun and at the same time approaching
the earth from which on the 15th it is distant 218 millions of miles. It will be
months before it will be suitably placed for observation.
Ju piter during the month is too near the sun for observation. It reaches
conjunction on the 24th (see opposite page).
Saturn, as seen in the above table, is on the meridian at about 8 p.m. and
hence is well-placed for observation. From the R .A . and Decl. there given, it is
seen to be slightly west of its position last month. It continues retrograding
until the 26th when it becomes stationary and after that it will move eastward.
The positions of Uranus and Neptune are given in the above table. See
note for January.
The minima of Algol are given on the opposite page.

FEBRUARY
ASTRO NO M ICAL PHENOMENA

75 th Meridian

(

Time, Hours Numbering from Midnight)

THE SKY FOR MARCH

5

POSITION OF PLANETS ON TH E 1 TH

The position is given for Greenwich Mean Noon. The time of transit is in
Local Mean Time, hours numbering from midnight.
The Sun. — On March 1st the sun’s R .A . is 22h 46m and its Decl.
°57 3 '
S. It reaches the equator on the 21st (see opposite page) and on the 31st its R .A .
is 0h 36m, Decl. 3° 5 1' N. During the month the equation of time changes from
12m 41s to 4m 32s. See table on page 6.
The Moon.— For its phases and conjunctions with the planets, see opposite
On the 29th the moon occults V Leonis, (see page 8).
M ercury is stationary on the 5th and reaches greatest elongation, 27° 44' W.,
on the 20th. About this time it should be visible as a morning star as it rises
page.

about an hour and a half before the sun.
Venus is still a prominent morning star.

By marking on Map IV . of the

Constellations the positions of Mercury and Venus as given for the 15th in the
above table it will be seen that they are both in the constellation Capricornus,
Venus being about 16° west and south of Mercury. On the 20th the stellar magni
tude of Mercury is 0.4 and that of Venus - 3 .7 . They should both be seen as
morning stars for some days before and after the 20th.
M ars, on the 15th is 212 millions of miles from the earth, and the above
table shows that it is in Aquarius (Map IV. of the Constellations) but it is still
unfavorably placed for observation.
Jupiter during the month is not well placed for observation.
Saturn, is on the meridian at about 6 p.m. and so can still be seen during
the evening. It is now moving eastward, is still in Taurus, and its stellar magni
tude is 0 .2, the same as Arcturus.
The positions of Uranus and Neptune are given in the above table.
note for January.
The minima of Algol are given on the opposite page.

See

MARCH
ASTRO NO M ICAL PHENOMENA

75 th Meridian

(

Time, Hours Numbering from Midnight)

THE SKY FOR APRIL
POSITION OF P LA N E T S ON T H E 1 5 T H

The position is given for Greenwich Mean Noon.
Local Mean Time, hours numbering from midnight.

The time of transit is in

The S u n — During April the sun continues its rapid rise above the equator
and the days rapidly increase in length. On the 1st the R. A. 0h 39m, Decl. 4° 14'
N ; on the 30th the R. A. is 2h 27m, Decl. 14 ° 3 1 ' N. For the equation of time
see page 6.
The Moon— For its phases and conjunctions with the planets, see opposite
On the 4th at about 2 a.m. the moon occults t Scorpii.
Mercury during the month continually moves in towards the sun, reaching
superior conjunction on May 1. Hence it cannot be well observed during April.
Venus still rises about two and a half hours before the sun and hence is well
page.

seen as a morning star. Its stellar magnitude is about - 3 .5.
Mars, as seen from the above table, crosses the meridian about an hour and a
half before the sun and so is a morning star. From the table its position (on Map
IV. of the Constellations) can be marked, and it will be found to be in Pisces.
But the planet is still (on the 15th) 206 millions of miles from the earth, and hence
is a faint object.
Jupiter is now well seen as a morning star. It is very near Venus, the two
being in conjunction on the 15th (see opposite page).
As the stellar magnitude of
Jupiter is - 2 .4, the appearance of the two bodies at this time of the month should
be very beautiful. For the configuration of the satellites, see opposite page and
for their eclipses, etc., see page 46.
Saturn, now crosses the meridian soon after 4 p.m. (see above table) and sets
rather too early for good evening observations.
The positions of Uranus and Neptune are given in the above table.
note for January.
The minima of Algol are given on the opposite page.

See

APRIL
ASTRO NO M ICAL PHENOM ENA

75 th Meridian Time,

(

Hours Numbering from Midnight)

THE SKY FOR MAY
P o s itio n

o f p la n e ts on t h e

1 5 TH

T he position is given for Greenwich Mean Noon.

The time of transit is in

Local Mean Tim e, hours numbering from midnight.
The S u n — On the 1st the sun’s R. A . is 2h 30m, Decl. 14 ° 50' N .;
the 31st the R. A . is 4h 29m, Decl. 21 ° 48' N.

on

T he equation of time is 2m 51s on

the 1st, rises to 3m 47s on the 15th (a maximum) and then falls to 2m 39s on
the 31st.

See page 6.

The Moon — For its phases and conjunctions with the planets, see opposite
page.

It occults i Capricorni on the 6th at about 3 a.m ., (see page 8).
Mercury is in superior conjunction with the sun on the 1st a nd so will be

invisible during much of the month, but on the 31st it attains greatest elongation
23° 18' E.
seen.

For several days on each side of this date the planet should be easily

A s soon as possible after sunset examine the sky above the sunset point,

and the planet will appear like a first magnitude star.
time is 0 .7; almost the same as Procyon.

Its stellar magnitude at this

If any difficulty is experienced in locat

ing the planet with the, naked eye use an opera glass at first.
Venus, as will be Seen from the above table, is about two hours ahead of
the sun, and so can easily be seen as a morning star.
- 3.3.

Its stellar magnitude is

About 88 per cen t. of its disc is now illuminated.

Mars, is also a morning star, close to Venus in the sky, as will be seen from
the above table.

Its stellar magnitude is about 1 .5.

On the 15th it is 200

million's of miles from the earth.

star.

Jupiter is in Pisces, of stellar magnitude Saturn, sets about 2½ hours after the sun

1. 8, and is a prominent morning

and is s till an evening star.

T he positions of Uranus and Neptune are given in the above table.
note for January.
The minima of A lgo l are given on the opposite page.

See

MAY
ASTRO NO M ICAL PHENOMENA
(75th Meridian Time, Hours Numbering from Midnight)

THE SKY FOR JUNE
POSITION OF P LA N E T S ON T H E 1 5 TH

The position is given for Greenwich Mean Moon. The time of transit is in
Local Mean Time, hours numbering from midnight.
The Su n .— The sun’s R . A. on the 1st is 4h 33m, and on the 30th it is
6h 33m. During the month the declination slowly rises from 2 1 ° 57' on the 1st
to 23° 27' on the 22nd, which is the winter solstice, at which time our days are
longest. It then falls to 2 3° 14' on the 30th. The equation of time is zero on the
15th. It then rises to 3m 14s on the 30thSee page 6. The increase in
the
equation of time, taken with the decreasing length of the day, causes the time of
sunset, stated in mean time, to appear constant for several days at the end of June
and the beginning of July. (See table on pages 15 and 16).
The Moon.— For its phases and conjunctions with the planets, see opposite
page. On the 24th it occults π Scorpii, (see page 8).
Mercury is at greatest elongation east on May 31st and should be well seen as
an evening star for some days at the beginning of June (see note for last month).
Then it closes in towards the sun and reaches inferior conjunction on the 27th,
(see opposite page).
Venus, is still more than 1 ½ hours before the sun, and can be seen as a morn
ing star. Its stellar magnitude is still - 3 .3, and 91 percen t. of its disc is now
illuminated.
Mars as will be seen from the above table, is on the meridian between 9.00
and 9.30 a.m., and hence is a morning star. It is in Aries and its stellar magni
tude is about 1 .4. On the 15th it is 192 millions of miles from the earth.
Jupiter crosses the meridian soon after 6 a.m ., and reaches quadrature with
the sun on the 19th (See opposite page). Its stellar magnitude is - 2 .0 and hence
it is a prominent morning star, rising almost exactly at the east point at about
midnight.
Saturn is too near the sun to be observed.

It comes into conjunction on

the 28th (see opposite page), after which it becomes a morning star.
The positions of Uranus and Neptune are given in the above table.
note for January.
For the minima of Algol, see opposite page.

See

JUNE
ASTRO NO M ICAL PHENOM ENA
(75th Meridian Time, Hours Numbering from Midnight)

THE SKY FOR JULY
POSITION OF P LA N E T S ON T H E 1 5 TH

The position is given for Greenwich Mean Noon.

The time of transit is in

Local Mean Time, hours numbering from midnight.
The S u n — During the month the sun’s R. A. changes from 6h 37m, to 8h
38m, and the Decl. from 23° 1 1 ' N. to 18° 29' N. The earth is farthest from the
sun on the 5th (see opposite page).
The Moon— For its phases and conjunctions with the planets, see opposite
page.
Mercury on the 18 th reaches greatest elongation, 20° 23' W., and the planet
should be seen without difficulty for some days before and after this date, though
the dawn may somewhat interfere. Use an opera glass and search the sky just
above the point where the sun will rise.
Venus, is still a morning star, but as it rises only about an hour before the
sun it cannot be observed so easily as for several months past.
Its stellar magni
tude is - 3 .3, and 96 per cent. of its disc is now illuminated.
Mars, can be seen during the latter half of the night.
On the 15th it is
about 4° north and slightly west of Aldebaran, and slightly fainter than that star.
A t that date it is 183 millions of miles from the earth.
J upiter rises at about 10.30 p.m. and is visible all the rest of the night,
reaching the meridian, on the 15th, at 4.29 a.m. (see above table). Stellar magni
tude - 2 .2. For the configuration of Jupiter’s satellites see next page and for
their eclipses, etc., see page 46.
Saturn, is a morning star, but too close to the sun to be well observed.
The positions of Uranus and Neptune are given in the above table. See
note for January.
The minima of Algol are given on the opposite page.

JU L Y
A STRO NO M ICAL PHENOMENA
(75th Meridian Time, Hours Numbering from Midnight)

THE SKY FOR AUGUST
POSITION OF PLANETS ON THE 1 5 TH

The position is given for Greenwich Mean Noon. The time of transit is in
Local Mean Time, hours numbering from midnight.
The S u n — During August the sun’s R . A . increases from 8h 42m to 10 h
35m and the Decl. changes from 1 8° 14' N. to 8° 57' N. The equation of time
falls from 6m 12s on the 1st to 0m 31s on the 31st. For fuller details see page 7.
On the 10th is an annular eclipse of the sun, invisible, however, in Canada. (See
page 50).
The Moon— For its phases and conjunctions with the planets, see opposite
page.
Mercury during the month is too near the sun for observation.

It reaches

superior conjuction on the 14th (see opposite page).
Venus is also too near the sun for observation.
Mars, as will be seen from the above table, is on the meridian on the 15th at
8.18 a.m., that is, it is about four hours ahead of the sun and so can be seen as a
morning star. By marking on Map II. of the Constellations theposition given in
the above table, it will be seen that on the 15th the planet isnear theboundary
between Taurus and Gemini, and about midway between Aldebaran and Castor.
Its stellar magnitude then is 1 .4 and its distance from the earth is 170 millions of
miles.
Jupiter on the 15th rises at about 8.30 and is visible all the rest of the night.
Stellar magnitude - 2 .4. For the configuration of the satellites, see opposite
page; and for their eclipses, etc., see page 46.
Saturn, as will be seen from the above table, crosses the meridian on the 15th at
9.20 a.m. and so can be seen as a morning star. Saturn’s stellar magnitude, 0 .4.
The positions of Uranus and Neptune are given in the above table. See
note for January.
The minima of Algol are given on the opposite page.

AUGUST
ASTR O NO M ICAL PHENOMENA
(75th Meridian Time, Hours Numbering from Midnight)

THE SKY FOR SEPTEMBER
POSITION OF P LA N E T S ON T H E 1 5 TH

The position is given for Greenwich Mean Noon.

The time of transit is in

Local Mean Time, hours numbering from midnight.
The Su n .—The sun’s R .A . increases during the month from 10h 38m to
1 2h 23m. On the 1st the declination is 8° 35' N ., the sun reaches the equator on
the 23rd (the autumn equinox), and on the 30th its declination is 2° 29' S.

(For

fuller details, see p. 7.)
The Moon.— For the phases of the moon and its conjunctions with the
planets, see opposite page.
M ercury during the early part of the month is near the sun, but on the 28th
it attains greatest elongation, 26° 2' E. It is pretty low in the south-western sky
and so is not well placed for observation.
Venus reaches superior conjunction with the sun on the 12th and cannot be
observed all month. A fter this date it becomes an evening star, but it will be
some time before the planet will be far enough from the sun for convenient obser
vation.
M ars rises at about midnight and so can be seen all the rest of the night.
On the 15th it is 154 millions of miles from the earth, its stellar magnitude is 1 .3
and it is about 5° S. and slightly W. of Pollux.
Jupiter is in opposition to the sun on the 17th (see opposite page) and hence
can be seen all night long. Its stellar magnitude is now - 2 .5 For the configura
tion of the satellites, see opposite page; and for their eclipses, etc., see page 46.
Saturn is now near Mars in the sky and hence can be seen during the latter
half of the night. The two planets are in conjunction on the 10th (see next page)
Stellar magnitude 0 .4.
The positions of Uranus and Neptune are given in the above table.
note for January.
The minima of Algol are given on the opposite page.

See

SEPTEMBER
ASTR O NO M ICAL PHENOM ENA
(75th Meridian Time, Hours Numbering from Midnight)

THE SKY FOR OCTOBER
POSITION OF P LA N E T S ON T H E 1 5 TH

The position is given for Greenwich Mean Moon. The time of transit is in
Local Mean Time, hours numbering from midnight.
The Sun.— The sun’s R. A. increases during October from 12 h 27m to
14h 19m and the Decl. changes from 2° 52' to 13° 51 ' S. The equation of time
rises from 10m 2s to 16m 17s, to be subtracted from apparent time. For fuller
details, see page 7.
The Moon.— For the phases of the moon and its conjunctions with the
planets, see opposite page. On the 16th the moon occults θ Capricorni (see
page 8).
Mercury comes to inferior conjunction with the sun on the 22nd, after which
it becomes a morning star, but it does not get far enough from the sun to be
observed conveniently until about the 6th of the next month.
Venus is still too near the sun for observation.
Mars rises an hour or less before midnight and so is visible all the latter half
of the night. On the 15 th it is 135 millions of miles from the earth, its stellar
magnitude is 1.1, and it is very near the cluster Praesepe in Cancer.
Jupiter is well placed for observation during the month. Its stellar magni
tude is - 2.4. The planet is in Pisces and is retrograding. For the configuration
of its satellites, see next page ; and for their eclipses, etc., see page 46.
Saturn is in quadrature to the west of the sun on the 10th, that is, it is 6h
ahead of the sun then. It rises about 10 o’clock and hence can be observed much
of the night. Its stellar magnitude is 0.3. It begins to retrograde on the 29th.
The positions of Uranus and N eptune are given in the above table. See
note for January.
For the minima of Algol, see opposite page.

OCTOBER
A STR O N O M ICAL PH ENOM ENA
(75th Meridian Time, Hours Numbering from Midnight)
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T H E S K Y FO R N O V EM B ER

POSITION OF PLANETS ON THE 15TH

The position is given for Greenwich Mean Noon. The time of transit is in
Local Mean Time, hours numbering from midnight.
The Su n .—The sun’s R .A . during the month increases from 14h 22m to
1 6h 22m, and the Decl. changes from 14° 1 1 ' to 2 1° 3 1 ' S. The equation of time
rises to a maximum on the 4th, at which time it is 16m 22s. The true sun crosses
the meridian this much earlier than the mean sun.
The Moon.— For its phases and conjunctions with the planets, see opposite
page. On the 24th the moon occults ε Geminorum (see page 8).
M ercury reaches greatest elongation, 18° 57' W., on the 7th, at which time
it is well-placed for observation as a morning star. For the greater part of the
month the planet should be easily seen just above the sunrise point. If an opera
glass is convenient use it first to locate the planet, after which it will be easily
‘ picked up ’ with the naked eye.
Venus is slowly separating from the sun, and as it rises about an hour after
the sun it can be seen as an evening star. It is still too near the sun, however, for
convenient observation.
Mars is continually improving its position for observation. During the
month it passes from Cancer into Leo and at the end of the the month is about 4½°
N.W. of Regulus. On the 15th its stellar magnitude is 0 .7 (Regulus is 1 .3), its
distance from the earth is 112 millions of miles. It is visible from about 11 p.m. on
during the night.
Jupiter is still well-placed for observation during the evening. It continues
to retrograde until the 15th. For the configuration of the satellites, see next page;
and for their eclipses, etc., see page 46.
Saturn is on the meridian on the 15th at 3.38 (see above table) and hence
can be observed during the most of the night. It is in Gemini, about 7° S. W. of
Pollux (on the 15th), and its stellar magnitude 0 . 1 .
The positions of Uranus and Neptune are given in the above table. See
note for January.
The minima of Algol are given on the opposite page.

NOVEMBER
ASTRO NO M ICAL PHENOM ENA
(75th Meridian Time, Hours Numbering from Midnight)

POSITION OF P L A N E T S ON T H E 1 5 TH

The position is given for Greenwich Mean Moon.

The time of transit is in

Local Mean Time, hours numbering from midnight.
The S u n .— During December the sun’s R. A . increases from 16h 26m to
18h 38m.

On the 1st the D ecl. is 2 1° 41' S . ; this slowly changes until it becomes

23° 27' on the 22nd, (the winter solstice, see next p a g e ); and by the 31st it has
come back to 23° 10'.
page.

The Moon. — For its phases and conjunctions with the planets, see opposite
On December 18 the moon occults three of the Pleiades, and on the 21st,

ε Geminorum (see page 8).
Mercury is in superior conjunction with the sun on the 15th, and is not suit
ably placed for observation during the month.
V e n u s,

is now far enough from the sun to be seen as an evening star and its

position is improving every day.
M ars, can now be seen from about 10 o’clock on through the night.

On the

15th it is 89 millions of miles from the earth and its stellar magnitude is + 0 .2,
the same at Capella.

On the 31st the magnitude is - 0.2.

On

the 13th

the

planet is in conjunction with Regulus from which it is 2½ ° north.
Jupiter on the 12th is in quadrature with the sun, and so can be seen during
the first half of the night.

For the configuration of the satellites, see next page ;

and for their eclipses, etc., see page 46.
Saturn now rises at about 6.30 p.m. and is visible during the entire night.
It continues to retrograde during the month.

Stellar magnitude — 0 . 1 .

T he positions o f Uranus and Neptune are given in the above table.
note for January.
For the minima o f A lgo l, see next page.

See

DECEMBER
ASTRO NO M ICAL PHENOM ENA
(75th Meridian Time, Hours Numbering from Midnight)

PHENOMENA OF JUPITER’S SATELLITES

E = eclipse, O = occultation, T = transit, S = shadow, D = disappearance, R = re-appearance,
I = ingress, e = egress. The numbers in the fifth column denote the satellites.
Eastern Standard Time, Hours numbering from Midnight.

B y R alph

E. D

e

L

u ry.

In the ephemeris for Physical Observations of the Sun, P is the position angle
of the N end of the Sun’s axis measured E from N point of the disc, i.e ., in direc
tion N E S W around the edge of the disc, P will therefore be positive when the
N point of the Sun’s axis is E of the N point of the disc and negative when it is W
of this point.
“ L at.” is the heliographical latitude of the centre of the Sun's disc, i.e.,
the angle measured on the surface of the Sun in a direction N of the Sun’s equator.
“ L a t.” will therefore be positive when the centre of the Sun’s disc is N of the
Sun’s equator and negative when the centre of the disc is S of it.
“ L o n g .” is the heliographical longitude of the centre of the Sun’s disc referred
to the meridian which passed through the ascending node on January 1 , 1854,
Greenwich Mean Noon, as zero meridian.
In preparing this ephemeris it has been assumed that the inclination of the
Sun's axis to the ecliptic is 8 2 °.7 50 , the longitude of the ascending node for
19 14 .0 is 74° . 560 and the period of the Sun’s sidereal rotation is 2 5.38 days (accord
ing to the deductions of Carrington from his sun-spot measurements).

The accompanying Figure shows the relative positions of various points for a
selected time, October 9,
noon, “ Eastern” Time, i. e.,
Greenwich
Mean Time, when P = + 2 6 °.4 1 , “ L a t.” = + 6 ° .23 and “ L o n g ” =
°.
In the Figure, N E S W are the North, South, East and West points on the disc
of the Sun. These points are determined on an image of the Sun by allowing it to
drift due to the Earth’s rotation, from East to West tangentially to a line which
will therefore give the “ East an d West” line, thus fixing the diameters, E W
parallel to it and N S perpendicular to it. The axis is shown making an angle of
+ 26° . 41 with N S and having the North Pole on the positive side of it, i.e., east
ward from N ; and the equator is shown intersecting the edge of the disc at points
the same angle from E and W, and passing S of the centre of the disc, C which is
at “ L a t ."+ 6 ° .23 and “ Long.”
°.

12:00

5:00

337 97.

337 97.

If the ephemeris is to be used frequently it will be found very convenient to
have the values plotted on a large scale on section-paper so that the angles for any
particular hour may be read of quickly, care being taken to use the hour corres
ponding to Greenwich Mean Noon, e. g. in “ Eastern ” Time a.m.

7

EPHEMERIS FOR PHYSICAL OBSERVATIONS OF THE SUN*

* Taken from The Nautical Almanac.

METEORS AND SHOOTING STARS
On almost any clear night any one observing the sky for a few minutes will
see one or more shooting stars.

They are particularly numerous during the

autumn months and on account of the rotation of the earth are better seen during
the early morning hours than in the evening.
A t certain times there are striking displays, located in particular portions of
the sky.

These are considered to be due to meteor swarms.

The principal ones

are given in the following table.

O f these the chief ones are the Perseids, the Leonids and the Andromedes.
The Perseids furnish an annual display of considerable strength, and are
perhaps the best known of all.

The swarm appears to have an orbit identical

with that of the great Comet 1862 I I I ., the period of which is 120 years.
The Leonids follow in the orbit of Tem pel’s Comet of 1866, of period 33
years.
T he Andromedes are thought to be remnants of B iela’s Comet.

They were

especially numerous in 1872, 1885, 1898, but in recent years have not been so
prominent.
The above table was prepared for the H a n d b o o k by Mr. W. F . Denning.
F .R .A .S ., of Bristol, E n glan d ; and for further interesting information regarding
this subject (and almost any other subject in which the amateur is interested) refer
ence may be made to his T elescopic Work fo r Starlight Evenings.

PRINCIPAL

ELEMENTS

OF

THE

SOLAR

SYSTEM

N am e

Stellar
M a g n it u d e .

SATELLITES OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM
M ean
D is t a n c e
in M il e s

S id e r e a l
P e r io d

D is c o v e r e r

d. h. m. s.

THE EARTH
The Moon

1. Phobos___
2. Deimos....
5. (Nameless).
1. I o ..................

MARS
Asaph Hall
Asaph Hall

JUPITER
B arn ard.
G alileo.. .
G alileo.. .
Galileo. . .
G alileo.. .

2. Europa. . . .
3. Ganymede .
4. Callisto. .. .

6.
.
8.
9.

7

(Nameless).
(Nameless).
(Nameless).
(Nameless).

. Mimas.........
2. Enceladus..
3. Tethys.......

Perrine ..
Perrine . .
M elotte . .
Nicholson.

SATURN

1

W . H erschel...
W . H erschel...
J . D. Cassini.
J. D . Cassin i...
J. D. C assini...
H u ygen s.. . . . .
G. P . Bond ...
J. D. Cassin i...
W .H.Pickering
W .H.Pickering

4. Dione.
5. Rhea..........
6. Titan.........
7. Hyperion...
8 . Iapetus. . . .
9. Phoebe......
10. Themis.....
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ariel.
Umbriel...
T itania.... .
Oberon... ..

URANUS
Lassell.........
Lassell.........
W. Herschel
W . Herschel

NEPTUNE
Lassell

D ate

ECLIPSES IN 1915.

There will be two Eclipses in 1915, both of the Sun, but
neither will be visible in Canada.
I. An Annular Eclipse of the Sun, February 13, 1915.
The path of the central eclipse begins in the Indian Ocean
directly south of Madagascar Island and, crossing the north-west
part of Australia and New Guinea, ends in the Pacific Ocean in
Longitude 174° 48' east and Latitude 13° 12' north.
II. An Annular Eclipse of the Sun, August 10, 1915.
The path of the central eclipse begins east of Formosa Island
and, extending across the Pacific Ocean, ends in Longitude 106°
36' west and Latitude 22° 00' south.
DOUBLE STARS

Even with telescopes of small aperture it is possible to
resolve a comparatively large number of double stars, and
hence this kind of observation has much interest for the
amateur. It permits one, also, to determine the optical
value of the instrument he employs, as the power to separ
ate the images is directly proportional to the diameter of
the objective.
The usual test of excellence is that an objective of oneinch diameter should be able to separate star images at a
distance of 4".56 between their centres. This power
should vary according to the following table:—
Diam. of Objective
Limiting distance
between stars

1 in. 2 in. 3 in. 4 in. 5 in. 6 in. 10 in. 2 0 in. 4 0 in.
0 " .9 1 0 " .76 0 " .45 0 " .23 0 " .11
4 " .56 2 " .28 1" .52

In choosing a double-star for testing a telescope care
should be taken that a binary, with varying distance be
tween the components, be not selected.

I.

THE MOST LUMINOUS PAIRS

II.

THE FINEST COLORED PAIRS

The colours given above are according to Flammarion.
For slight variations and also for a much longer list consult
Webb’s “ Celestial Objects.”

A SHORT LIST OF VARIABLE STARS
P rep a r e d by th e L a te J. M il l e r B arr

The brighter of the following stars can be found on the star maps in this
volume; for the others a good star-atlas be will required. The. times of maxima and
minima are given in Popular Astronomy (monthy) and in the ‘ Companion’ to the
Observatory.
N am e

U C ep h ei...............
o C e ti....................
ρ P e rse i................
6.
Cephei . . .
β Persei (A lg o l).
.
λ T au ri
W E r id a n i.............
R W T a u r i . . .........
R L e p o ris__
a O rion is.............
U O rion is.............
η G em in o ru m . . .
T M o n o ce ro tis...
ζ G e m in o ru m ...
R G em in o ru m . . .
R Canis M a j........
S C a n c ri...............
S A ntliae...............
W U rsae M a j........
R L e o n is .. . . . . . .
R H y d rae
..
δ Librae................
a H e rcu lis...........
U O p h iu c h i. . . . . .
X S a g itta rii. . . . .
R S c u ti..................
β Lyrae. . . . . . . . .
χ C ygn i.
η A q u ilae . . . . . . .
S Sagittae.............
C y g n i . .. .
Y C y g n i ................
δCe p h e i
.
U P e g a si................

1904

14.1904

L

im it in g

Mags.

.

P

e r io d

Cla ss

D

is c o v e r e r

1880
1596
1854
1904
1669
1848
1898
.1905
1855
1840
1885
1865
1871
1847
1848
1887
1848
1888
903
1782
1670
1859
.1795
1871
1866
1795
1784
1686
1784
1885
1904
1886
. ......1 7 8 4
1894

W. C e ra sk i............
F a b ric iu s...............
S ch m id t
B la jk o . ..............
M on tan ari.............
B a x e n d e ll..............
F lem in g..................
F le m in g................
S c h m id t.................
J. H e rsch el...........
G o re ........................
S c h m id t.................
G o u ld ......................
S c h m id t.................
H in d ........................
S a w y e r ...................
H in d ........................
P a u l . ....................
M uller & K e m p f..1
K o c h ..................... .
M ontanari. . . . . .
S c h m id t ..............
W . H ersch el___
G o u l d . . ..................
S ch m id t.................
P i g o t t . .................
G o o d r ic k e ............
K ir c h ......................
P ig o tt......................
G ore.........................
.........
C eraski
C h a n d le r.. . . . . . .
G ood ricke
C han dler................

Several attempts have been made to classify the variable stars ; but a scienti
fic system of classification, in harmony with the chief deductions of theory, as well
as the facts of observation, is still wanting. The best-known system is that formu-

lated by Prof. E. C. Pickering in 1880, and reproduced (with slight additions) in
his “ Provisional Catalogue of Variable Stars” (1903). This includes five classes,
two of which are sub-divided, as follows ;—
EXAM PLES

I. New or temporary sta rs ...........................
Nova, 1572
II. Variables of long period ;
a. Ordinary stars of this c la ss....................................... o Ceti.
b. Stars subject to “ occasional sudden and irregular
outbursts of light which gradually diminishes” . . U Geminorum.
I I I . “ Variables of small range or irregular variation,
according to laws as yet unknown ” ............ ..
aOrionis.
IV. Variables of short period ;
a. “ Ordinary” cases . . . ............................................
δ Cephei.
b. Stars with “ minima successively bright and faint” β L yrae.
V. Stars of the Algol t y p e ........................... ............................. β Persei.

THE STARS
T H E IR D IST A N C ES, V E L O C IT IE S , SP E C TR A L T Y P E S , ETC.
P r e p a r e d By W. E. H a r p e r .
The accompanying table contains the chief known facts regarding 272 stars
and 5 nebulae. The first 256 stars are those listed as brighter than 3 .51 visual
magnitude in Harvard Annals, Vol. 50. The remaining 16 range in magnitude

from 5 to 8 .3, and they and the 5 nebulae are given here on account of their excep
tionally high radial velocities.
In the case of visual double stars, the most important of wh ich are preceded
a ||, the magnitude of the components combined is given. The spectral type is
also taken from the publication just named. (For a brief outline of the system of
notation Campbell’s Stellar Motions, p. 3 1, may be consulted). The proper
motion is from Boss’s Prelim inary General Catalogue, μ being the annual motion
in R. A. and μ ' that in Decl. The parallax is taken from many sources, principally
Kapteyn’s compilations. Those in brackets are least trustworthy. To obtain the
distance in light-years, divide the number given in the column into 3 .26, this being
the number of light-years corresponding to a parallax of 1 " . For example, the
parallax of a Andromeda is " . 0 6 ; its distance is therefore 3 .26 ÷ .06 = 54 lightyears. Where the parallax is negative, it indicates that the s ta r is farther away
than the faint comparison stars used. The radial velocities are taken from various
Lick Observatory Bulletins, and the first decimal place is given only when the
velocities are fairly well determined. A * placed after the velocity indicates that
the star is a spectroscopic binary, and the velocity of the system is given. About
80 of these appear. The masses are given relative to the sun. These can be
determined only for visual binaries or for spectroscopic binaries which show
spectra of both components. In the latter case there is also uncertainty due to
lack of knowledge of the inclination of the orbital plane to the line of sight.

THE CONSTELLATIONS

The accompanying maps, which contain the stars down to
the fifth magnitude, are intended primarily for beginners ; but
as the right ascension and declination lines are drawn in, the
position of any other object, (such as a comet, a planet or a
fainter star) if its R.A. and Decl. are known, can be located with
respect to the brighter stars.
The constellations are arranged according to months. Those
given for any month are on the meridian at approximately 9
p.m. on the 15th of that month ; but, of course, these constella
tions can be seen in the same position during the month before or
that after by looking two hours later or earlier, respectively.
The double-stars and other objects given below are suitable
for a small telescope (say, of aperture 3 inches) or sometimes for
an opera glass.
For the positions of the sun and the planets consult pages
22, 24, 26, etc.
JANUARY

Camelopardalis (The Giraffe) is a large circumpolar constella
tion, north of Auriga and Perseus and extending almost to the
pole by a long lane which constitutes the neck and head of the
animal. The constellation contains no stars brighter than the
fourth magnitude.
Auriga (The Charioteer) may readily be recognised by
Capella, its brightest star, which crosses the meridian not far
from the zenith at 9 p.m. on January 24. Capella, Vega and
Arcturus are the three brightest stars of the northern hemi
sphere, each being approximately of magnitude 0 .2. Sirius,
which is slightly south of the celestial equator, and which is the
brightest star in the entire sky, is the only other star visible in
our latitudes which rivals these three. In the mythological
drawing of this constellation the charioteer holds in his left arm
a goat (Capella) and two kids, represented by the three faint
stars 4° or 5° S. W. of Capella. The south-western half of the
constellation is traversed by the Milky Way and contains many
fine star clusters.

Capella is 30 light years distant and is receding from us at
the rate of 21 miles per second.
Clusters. (1 ) M. 37 ; R .A . 5h 44m, Decl. 32° 3 1', nearly on the line from
θ Aurigae to ζ Tauri. A fine cluster, resolvable into about 500 stars from the tenth
to the fourteenth magnitude. “ Even in smaller instruments extremely beautiful,
one of the finest of its class. Gaze at it well and long.” — Webb. (2) M. 38,
R .A . 5h 21m, Decl. 35° 47'. A fine cluster described by Admiral Smyth as “ an
oblique cross, with a pair of large stars in each arm, and a conspicuous one in the
centre, the whole followed by a bright individual of the seventh magnitude.” The
whole region is very beautiful.

Taurus (The Bull), directly S. W. of Auriga. It is most
easily recognised by the little dipper-shaped group called the
Pleiades, which crosses the meridian about 9 p.m. on January 1.
In this group six stars are easily visible, but on a dark night a
good eye will see nine. It is a beautiful sight in an opera glass,
and with a 3-inch telescope 100 stars are visible. Aldebaran,
the brightest star, of a ruddy color, is at one end of a group of
stars forming a V and well-known as the Hyades. The only
other conspicuous star is or Nath, to the N. E. of Aldebaran
and almost south of Capella : it is of the second magnitude.
The brightest of the Pleiades is called Alcyone.

Nebula. M. 1 , R .A . 5h 27m, Decl. 2 1 ° 56', about 1 ° west and a little
north of ζ , the so-called C rab Nebula, Its accidental discovery by Messier when
following a comet in 1758 led to the formation of his catalogue of nebulae, in which
it is number one.

Orion, which is named from a giant of mythological history
is one of the few constellations really suggesting the figure of
the object it is supposed to represent. It is also the most beauti
ful and brilliant constellation of all, being studded with stars of
the first, second and third magnitudes. The three stars of
second magnitude in a close row form the belt ; the upper one
of these is on the celestial equator. From these depend three
others, known as the Sword of Orion ; the centre one, θ, appears
slightly hazy to a good eye ; when examined with a telescope it
is seen to be quadruple, and to be surrounded by a nebula, the
Great Nebula of Orion. The left feet of the giant is marked
by Rigel, of the first magnitude, the right knee by κ, of the
second ; the two shoulders by Betelgeuse and Bellatrix, of the
first and second magnitudes respectively ; the head is a small
triangle formed by one star of the fourth and two of the fifth
magnitude.
Double Stars. (1) β (Rigel), mags. 1 and 8 ; distance 9" . 1 ; both w hite;
the brilliancy of the primary renders the companion more difficult. (2) δ (the

westernmost star in the belt), mags. 2 and 7 ; distance 53". (3) ζ (the easterly
star of the belt), triple; mags. 2, 6, 9 ; distances 2 " .2, 5 7 " ; colors, yellow,
purplish, grey. (4) ι , triple ; mags. 3½, 8½, 1 1 ; the lowest star in the sword, just
below the nebula. (5) θ, multiple, the trapezium situated in the densest part of
the great nebula ; mags. 6, 7, 7½, 8. (6) σ , triple, a beautiful star of the fourth
magnitude. In most ordinary telescopes it presents an appearance described by
Sir Wm. Herschel as “ a double-treble star, or two sets of treble stars almost
similarly situated.” In larger instruments both sets are seen to be quadruple.
Nebula. M. 4 2; the finest in the sky. The fainter portions extend over an
immense space ; shown by photography to cover a large part of the constellation.
FEBRU ARY

Canis Major (The Great Dog), lies to the south-east of Orion.
It is marked by Sirius, the Dog Star, which is by far the bright
est of the fixed stars, forming a magnitude by itself. It is at
a distance of about nine light-years; hence it must be of
stupendous magnitude and brilliancy. From irregularities in its
proper motion it was shown that it must have a dark companion
revolving about it. This was confirmed by Alvan Clark’s dis
covery in 1862 of a companion of the tenth magnitude. The
period of revolution is about fifty years, the companion having
about one-half the mass of Sirius, and about equal to that of our
sun. About five or six degrees west of Sirius is β , of the second
magnitude ; further to the south are δ and ε, of the second
magnitude, and two other stars of the third, all in the same
constellation.
Cluster.
centre.

M. 4 1, 4° S. of Sirius;

a fine group with a red star near the

Canis Minor (The Lessor Dog) is to the east of Orion and
slightly higher. The name of its brightest star, Procyon, signi
fies “ Before the Dog,” being given to it because it rises shortly
before Sirius; it forms an equilateral triangle with Sirius and
Betelgeuse. From the proper motion of Procyon it was shown
theoretically by Bessel that it must, like Sirius, have a companion
revolving around it. This companion was discovered at the
Lick Observatory by Professor Schaeberle in 1896, very nearly
in the predicted position.
Gemini (The Twins) is the third sign and the fourth constel
lation of the zodiac. It derives its name from the Twin Stars,
Castor and Pollux, of the first m agnitude; they are separated
by about four and a half degrees, and lie to the south-east of
Capella, and some distance directly to the north of Procyon.

Castor is a double star, the components revolving about one
another in about 1000 years. Some distance to the south-west is
γ , of the second magnitude ; the constellation also includes
several third and fourth magnitude stars.
Double Stars. (1 ) a (Castor), mags. 2½, 3½; distance 5 " .5. A beautiful
object in a small telescope. The larger of the pair has been shown to be a spec
troscopic binary of period about 3 days (2) δ, about half-way between β andγ,
and just south of the ecliptic. Mags. 3 and 8 ; distance 7". (3) μ , mags, 3 , 1 1 ;
distance 80".

MARCH
Lynx, a modern constellation just east of A uriga.
no stars above magnitude 4.

It contains

Double Star, ρ Lyncis, R . A. 9h 1 1 m; Decl. 3 7° 2 1 ' ; mags. 4 and 7½
distance 2 " .9 ; white and lilac.

Cancer (The Crab), south of the L y n x and east of Gemini.
This does not contain any star brighter than the fourth m agni
tude.

Double Star,
orange and blue.

i, R .A . 8h 40m, Decl. 29° : mags. 4, 6½; distance 30'

Cluster. Praesepe ( “ Beehive ” ) a well-known coarse cluster, easily recog
nised by the naked eye and resolvable by an opera glass. The line from Castor to
Pollux produced about 12 ° passes near it.

APRIL
Ursa Major (T he Great Bear). T his is the most familiar of
the circumpolar constellations and in our latitudes is always
above the horizon. In April it is above the pole. The best
known feature is the “ Big D ipper.” but this is but a small part
of the constellation. The stars a and ft are known as the
“ P o in ters” because a line from ft through a, and produced
about five times the distance between them passes near the Pole
Star.
Double Stars, (1 ) ζ (Mizar, at the bend in the handle). Near it is a little
star Alcor, the “ rider on his horse,” easily observed by the naked eye. Mizar in
a small telescope is seen to be double. Mags. 3 and 5 ; distance 14 " .5. The
large star of this pair is also a spectroscopic binary — the first one discovered.
(2) ξ , R .A . 1 1 h 13m, Decl. 32° 6 '; mags. 4 and 5 ; distance about 3 " (rapidly
changing). A binary having a period of 61 years. Discovered by Sir W. Herschel
in 1780. The first binary whose orbit was computed.
Nebula. M. 81 and M. 82. R .A . 9h. 45m, Decl. 69° 44'. Two nebulae
about half a degree apart, one pretty bright.

Leo (The Lion).
East of Cancer. Regulus, its brightest
star, is of the first magnitude, and it is on the ecliptic. The
well-known configuration “ The Sickle,” in which Regulus is at
the end of the handle, is easily recognisable.
Double Stars, (1 ),γ the third star in the Sickle. Mags. 2, 3½ ; distance
3 " .4 ; a binary with a period of about 400 years. (2) ι (about 5° S. W. from β ) ;
mags. 4 and 7 ; distance 2 " .5 ; yellow and bluish.

MAY
Canes Venatici (The Hunting Dogs).
With these dogs Bootes
pursues the Great Bear around the pole. Most of the stars are
small but a (which is known as Cor Caroli — the heart of Charles
II. of England) is of magnitude 2 ½.
Double Star, a (Cor Caroli); mags. 3 and 5 ; distance 2 0 "; white.
Nebulae. (1) M. 51 ; R .A . 13 h 25m, Decl. 47° 49'. Faint in small tele
scopes, but the wonderful spiral, in modern photographs. (2) M. 3 ; about 12 °
N. W. from Arcturus; a bright cluster, discovered in 1895 to be variable.
Coma Berenices (The Hair of Berenice).
A little constella
tion, containing many 5 and 6 mag. stars.
Virgo (The V irgin), east of Leo and south of Coma Berenices.
Its brightest star is a or Spica, mag.
,1½
afine white star form
ing with Denebola ( β Leonis) and Arcturus an almost equilateral
triangle.
Double Stars. (1) γ ; mags. 3 and 8 ; distance 6 " .2 ; a binary with period
185 years. Yellowish. (2) θ (two-fifths of the way from Spica to δ, just north of
ecliptic) ; mags. 4½, 9, 10.

JUNE

Ursa Minor (The Lesser Bear).
This small constellation is,
of course, always high above the horizon, and it has the high
distinction of containing our Pole Star. This star is of the second
magnitude and is easily located by means of the Pointers of the
“ Big Dipper.” There are seven stars forming the “ Little
Dipper,” the Pole Star being at the end of the handle. The
stars β and γ are known as the “ Guardians of the Pole.”
Double Star.

Polaris has a companion ; mag. 9½ ; distance 18 " .6.

(The Herdsman). A fine and large constellation,
extending from the celestial equator to within 30° of the pole.
Its principal star Arcturus may be easily located by prolonging
the sweep of the handle of the Dipper. It is second only to
Bootes

Sirius in brilliancy and has been seen with the naked eye 24mbefore
sunset. Its distance is about 140 light-years. The spectroscope
shows that it is approaching us at the rate of 4 miles a second,
but its velocity at right angles to the line drawn from the star to
us is probably 250 miles a second. Arcturus, Spica and Denebola form a great triangle, as already remarked.
Double Stars. (1 ) ε, mags. 3 and 6 ; distance 3 " . 1 ; orange and greenish
blue. (2) ζ (about 9° S. E . from Arcturus); mags. 3 .5, 4 ; distance 0" .8 ;
requires a good 4-inch telescope to separate this.

Corona Borealis (Northern Crown) is a pretty half-circle of
stars about 20° N. E. of Arcturus. Its principal star, Alphecca,
is of the second magnitude. It was in this constellation that a
Nova of the second magnitude suddenly appeared on May 10,
1866. In a short time it faded to the ninth magnitude, in which
condition it still remains. Its position is 1½ ° S. E. of ε, the
most easterly star in the semi-circle.
Libra (The Balance). This is a large but inconspicuous
constellation, there being no stars of the first or second magni
tude and only two, a and β , of the third. The star δ is a remark
able variable, usually being of the 4 ½ or 5 magnitude, but at
times running down nearly two magnitudes.

JULY

Hercules, a large constellation, is bounded on the north by
Draco and on the south by Ophiuchus, and extends east and west
nearly from Arcturus to Vega. It has no very conspicuous stars,
but contains many good telescopic objects. It is interesting as
marking that part of the heavens towards which the solar system
is at present travelling.
Double Stars. (1 ) a, mags. 3 and 6 ; distance 4" . 5 ; colors, yellow and
intense blue ; one of the finest objects in the heavens. (2) ζ , at the S. W. corner
of the “ Keystone ” (see M ap); mags, 3, 6½; distance 1 " .5 (19 0 5); a binary of
period 34 years. (3) p, (2½° east of π ) ; mags. 4 and 5 ; distance 4 " ; white,
emerald green
(4) δ, mags. 3 and 8 ; distance 18 " ; white, light blue.
Clusters. (1) M. 13, R .A . 1 6h 37m, Decl. 36° 4 1'. The finest of all the
clusters, containing 25,000 stars. (2) M. 92, R .A . 17 h 13m, Decl. 43° 16'. Fine
but not equal to M. 13.

Ophiuchus (The Serpent-Bearer) is south of Hercules, and
though occupying a considerable space in the sky, is not a very
conspicuous constellation. The highest part of this constella
tion is marked by the star a, of the second magnitude, about

half-way between Antares and Vega, and forming with Vega
and Altair a nearly equilateral triangle.
Serpens (The Serpent) is a divided constellation, the princi
pal part being to the north-west of Ophiuchus ; with one corner
to the south-east of the latter. The ancients probably considered
it to consist of a trail of stars stretching across, or, perhaps,
coiled around, Ophiuchus, whence arose the name of the latter.
It contains no stars brighter than the third magnitude.
Double Stars. (1 ) λ Ophiuchi, R .A . 1 6h 28m, Decl. 2 ° 20' N .; mags. 4
and 6 ; distance
1 " .2. (2) 70 Ophiuchi, R .A . 1 8h 1m Decl. 2° 32' N .; mags.
4½, 6 ; distance (1905) 2 " ; a well-known binary of period 93 years. (3) δ Serpentis, R .A . 15 h 30m,Decl. 10 ° 5 1'; mags. 4 and 5 ; distance 4 ". (4) θ Serpentis, R .A . 1 8h 51m,Decl. 4° 4' N .; mags. 4 and 4½; distance 2 1";
yellowish
and white; a line wide pair.
Cluster. M. 23, R .A . 17 h 50m, Decl. 1 9 ° 0' S .; a fine low-power field.

Scorpio (The Scorpion), south of Ophiuchus, the ninth con
stellation of the zodiac, is of irregular shape. It is only by
virtue of two long projections to the north that it is ranked as a
zodiac constellation at all, as nearly all the stars belonging to it
are some distance south of the ecliptic. The sun spends only
nine days out of twenty-five in Scorpio, the other sixteen being
occupied in passing through Ophiuchus, which, however, is not
counted among the zodiac constellations. Scorpio’s principal
star is Antares, of the first magnitude, color a decided red.
Viewed through the telescope Antares’ color appears interspersed
with intermittent flashes of green, which is explained by the
presence of a close green companion. Under ordinary atmos
pheric conditions this companion can not be separated from the
rays of Antares itself.
Double Stars. (1) a, mags. 1 and 7 ; di stance 3 " .5 (see above). (2) β ,
triple; mags. 2, 4, 10 ; distances 13 " , 0" .9. (3) v (2° E. of β), quadruple;
mags. 4, 5, 7, 8.
Clusters. (1) M. 80, half-way between a and β ; a very fine cluster.
M. 4, 1½° W. of a ; not so fine as the preceding.

(2)

AUGUST

Draco (The Dragon), a very large and winding constellation,
is in the neighborhood of the pole. Draco contains several
second magnitude stars between Vega and the pole, and extends
westward in a wide curve around Ursa Minor. The star a, of

magnitude 3 ½ , 4700 years ago was the pole-star, being much
nearer to the pole than Polaris now is.
Lyra (The Lyre), though a small constellation, contains
several fairly bright stars. The principal of these is Vega,
which rank second or third in the heavens in brightness. Vega
is of a brilliant bluish-white color and cannot fail to be easily
identified. It crosses the meridian at 9 p.m. on August 15, when
it is only a few degrees south of the zenith. This star is always
visible in our latitudes at some hour of the night throughout the
year. Twelve thousand years from now it will be the pole star,
though not so near the pole as Polaris now is.
Double Stars, (1 ) Vega has a companion, of mag. 1 1 . 48" from it. (2) β
has three small stars near it, a pretty object with low power. (3) ε, the wellknown “ double-double," about 2° east of Vega. Visible in an opera glass as a
double and to some with the naked eye. Each is again double ; mags. 5, 6, 5, 5.
Nebula. M. 57, the Ring Nebula ; between
and γ , one-third of the way
β
from β.

Sagittarius (The Archer), the tenth constellation of the
zodiac, passes low in the south when Vega is on the meridian.
It contains a group of seven fairly bright stars, about 30° to the
east of Antares and at about the same altitude. The sun passes
through Sagittarius in December and January.

Clusters, ( 1 ) M. 22 (3° N. W. of λ ). (2) M. 25 (7° N. and 1° E. of λ ) ;
visible to naked eye. (3) The Trifid Nebula, R .A . 17 h 55m, Decl. 23° 2' S., a
well-known and beautiful object.

SEPTEMBER

Cygnus (The Swan) is marked by five stars forming a con
spicuous cross in the heavens, which may, without unduly
stretching the imagination, be likened to the outline of a flying
swan. It is in the Milky Way, which here begins to separate
into two streams, and contains telescopic fields of great magni
ficence. Its brightest star a, sometimes known as Arided or
Deneb, crosses the meridian two hours and five minutes after
Vega and a few degrees higher, almost exactly in the zenith ; it
is between the first and second magnitudes, but has no appreci
able parallax or proper motion, being, therefore, at an immense
distance, and possibly surpassing Vega or even Sirius in size ; it
is approaching us at the rate of about forty miles per second.
About 15° east of a there suddenly appeared, in 1876, a Nova of
th e 3rd magnitude, which later faded irregularly to the 14th
magnitude.

7;

Double Stars. (1 ) β , mags, 3½,
distance 3 5 " ; orange and blue; the
finest of colored pairs for a small telescope. (2) 61 Cygni, at one corner of a
parallelogram, of which a, γ and ε form the other corners ; mags. 5½, 6 ; distance
2 2 " ; our second nearest neighbor, its distance having been first determined by
Bessel in 1838.
Clusters. The Milky Way in Cygnus affords fine views for a low power.

Vulpecula (The Fox) and Sagitta (The Arrow) are two small
constellations immediately south of Cygnus, between it and
Aquila. Neither of them contains any bright stars, but as both
are traversed by the Galaxy the telescopic fields are good. V ul
pecula, in particular, contains one of the prettiest of telescopic
objects, the well-known Dumb-Bell Nebula. M. 27, R. A.
19h 54m, Decl. 22° 23'.
Delphinus (The Dolphin), otherwise known as Job’s Coffin,
is another small constellation to the immediate north-east of
Aquila, containing a little group of five stars of the third magni
tude,
Double Star.
distance 11 " .3

γ (at the N. E . angle of quadrilateral); mags. 4 a n d 7;

Aquila (The Eagle) is on the meridian about nine o’clock at
the beginning of September, being then about half-way from
the horizon to the zenith. It is conspicuously marked by Altair,
a fine star of the first magnitude, which crosses the meridian
seventy minutes after Vega. Though Aquila is a large constel
lation it contains only three other moderately bright stars, all of
the third magnitude.

OCTOBER

Cepheus one of the polar constellations, extends northward
to the pole between Draco and Cassiopeia, and southward as far
as Cygnus. Though a large constellation, it contains only three
stars of the third magnitude and four of the fourth ; however, it
atones for this by the comparatively large number of interesting
double and variable stars, several of the latter being of quite
short period.
Double Stars. (1) β, mags. 3 and 8 ; distance 14" .
(larger star variable) and 7 ; distance 4 1".

(2) δ, mags. 3 .7 to 5

Pegasus, the winged horse of Grecian mythology , lies S. E.
of Cygnus ; three bright stars in it form with Alpherat, in Andro
meda, a large and conspicuous figure known as the Square of
Pegasus, each side of the square being about 14° in length.

The boundaries of the constellation extend a considerable distance
to the west and south-west, taking in the bright star ε, which
lies west and a little south of the star in the right-hand lower
corner of the square.
Aquarius (The Waterman), a large and irregularly shaped
constellation, lies to the east and north of Capricornus. It is the
eleventh sign and twelfth constellation of the zodiac, and is
occupied by the sun from the middle of February till the middle
of March ; it contains seven third magnitude and eight fourth
magnitude stars. It is not conspicuous, but if attentively exam
ined the stars in the south-eastern part of it will be found to have
a trend downwards, which, doubtless, gave occasion to the idea
of water flowing from a jar.
Piscis Australis (The Southern Fish), which is not to be con
founded with the zodiac constellation of Pisces, lies to the south
of Aquarius and Capricornus. Its brightest star, Fomalhaut, is
the most southerly of the first magnitude stars visible in these
latitudes; it is on the meridian at nine o’clock on the 20th of
October, when it is only about 15° above the southern horizon.
Capricornus (The Goat), the eleventh constellation of the
zodiac, contains four stars of the third magnitude and four of the
fourth. It may be readily recognised by two stars pointing
directly to Altair, which pass the meridian twenty-seven minutes
after it, about 20° lower.
Double Stars, (i) α, mags. 3 and 4 ; distance 6' 13 " ; use a very low power.
(2) β , mags. 3½ and 7 ; distance 3'' 25".

NOVEMBER

Cassiopeia, one of the two bright circumpolar constellations,
is named from a queen of Grecian mythology ; and sometimes
known by the name of The Lady in her Chair. During Novem
ber it is on the meridian, directly above the pole and opposite
the Dipper, about nine o’clock. The constellation is very easily
recognised by five bright stars arranged in a zigzag figure like a
wide inverted W, which in certain positions is said to resemble
the outline of a chair. Lying as it does, in the galaxy, it con
tains many fine telescopic fields.
Double Star. η , about half-way between α and γ, a little off the line ; mags.
4 and 7½ ; distance 5 " .5 ; orange and purple.

Andromeda is directly to the south of Cassiopeia, and passes
the meridian slightly south of the zenith. Its brightest star
Alpherat, passes the meridian at the same time as the most
westerly of the five bright stars in Cassiopeia, β passes the
meridian an hour after Alpherat, and about 7° nearer to the
zenith.
Double Stars. (1 ) γ, mags. 3 and 5 ; distance 1 1 " ; orange and greenishblue; very fine. (2) π (2° N. and a little W. of δ) ; mags. 4 and 9 ; distance
36" ; white and blue.
Nebula. M. 31 ; the Great Nebula, visible to the naked e ye; prolong the
line from β to μ its own length beyond μ .

Pisces (The Fishes), is to the southeast and east of Pegasus
and south of Andromeda. It is the first constellation of the
zodiac ; although containing quite a large number of stars, none
of them are brighter than the fourth magnitude, and it is a quite
inconspicuous constellation.
Double Star.

α , mags. 4 and 5½; distance 3 " .

(The W hale), is a fairly large constellation lying to
the southeast of Pisces. It contains two stars, α and β, of the
second magnitude, and eight of the third. β may be identified
by prolonging the eastern side of the Square of Pegasus about
two and a half times its own length to the south : α lies about
40° towards the northeast. About one-third of the way from
to β, in a direct line between them, lies Mira (The Wonderful),
a variable star, having a period of about eleven months ; at its
maximum brilliancy this star is somewhat brighter than the
second magnitude, though it does not attain this degree of
brightness in every period ; its miniumum is about the ninth
magnitude.
Cetus

a

Double Star.

γ , mags. 3½, 7 ; distance 2 " .5 ; yellow and blue.

DECEMBER

Perseus, named after a hero of Grecian mythology, lies to the
east of Andromeda. Its brightest star, a, is known by the name
of M irfak; it is of the second magnitude, and crosses the merid
ian slightly north of the zenith at nine o’clock (local time) on
December 26. About ten degrees a little west of south from it
is Algol (The Demon), the best known variable star in the
heavens. Ordinarily of the second magnitude, but once in every
period of two days and nearly twenty-one hours it is partially

eclipsed by a companion which revolves around it ; the eclipse
occupies eight or ten hours, during about half an hour of which
the star is only of the fourth magnitude. It is easily located by
noting that it is a little less than half way from the Pleiades to
Cassiopeia. Another interesting feature of this constellation is
the double cluster, lying about half way between Mirfak and
Cassiopeia.
Double Star. ε, mags. 3½ and 9 ; distance 8 " .4.

Aries (The Ram), lies immediately to the north-east of
Pisces. Its brightest star a, otherwise known as Hamal, is of
the second magnitude ; it is situated directly east from the centre
of the Square of Pegasus, at a distance of about double the
diameter of the latter ; near it, to the south-west, is β, of the
third magnitude; the constellation contains no other stars
brighter than the fifth magnitude.
Triangulum (The Triangle), is a small constellation marked
by a right-angled triangle of three stars of the third magnitude.
The centre of the triangle lies about ten degrees directly north
of Hamal.

COMETS OF 1914

The most conspicuous comet during 1914 was discovered by
Delavan at La Plata, Argentine, on December 17, 1913, and
which was known as Comet 1913f . It was about the eleventh
magnitude when discovered and increased steadily in brightness
until by August 1914, it was visible to the naked eye. During
September and October it was a conspicuous object in the morn
ing and evening sky, a tail of about 8° being visible at its m axi
mum brightness. It reached perihelion on October 26, and mov
ing southward, steadily decreased in brightness. The most
striking feature was the presence of a long narrow tail of sharp
structure, and a short diffuse one, the former being much more
active photographically, than the latter.
Kritzinger of Bothkamp, Germany, discovered the first
comet of 1914, on March 29 in the constellation of Scorpio. It
was a faint object when discovered and never became very bright.
Perihelion was reached May 31 and it was soon invisible except
to the larger telescopes.
Comet 1914b, discovered by Zlatinsky at Mitau, Russia,
about May 15, was quite bright at first, being visible to the nakedeye until near the end of May. Photographs by Professor
Barnard showed a tail of 12°. However, it had passed perihelion
on May 8 and soon became a telescopic object.
Neujmin discovered Comet 1914c a t Simeis, Crimea, on June
27. Perihelion passage was on July 24, but the comet was visible
only in large telescopes and decreased in brightness very rapidly.
The fourth comet to be discovered in 1914 was Encke’s,
which was photographed on September 17 by Professor Barnard.
Its magnitude as given by Backlund from an observation on
September 20, was fourteen. This comet has a period of 3 .315
years, being first discovered by Méchain, Paris, in 1786, and
observed on several returns. It is called Encke’s because Encke
first discovered its periodicity in 1818.
1914e was discovered by Campbell at Arequipa, Peru, on
September 18, an independent discovery being made by Haggerty
at State College, New Mexico, on September 25. It was a naked
eye object when discovered but soon became faint.
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